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Youth 2 Israel (Y2i) grants $5,000 

vouchers to Year 10 students from  

NSW / ACT / QLD with at least one 

Jewish parent, to make participation 

in Israel based educational programs 

affordable. These Israel experiences  

of five weeks or longer are a life-

changing journey of Jewish identity. 

Y2i is fostering the continuity of our 

Jewish community. By encouraging 

an understanding and appreciation of 

heritage today, we will improve the  

next generation towards building a 

strong tomorrow for the community.
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“Y2i is helping lay the foundation for 
growth of the Australian Jewish community, 

by building participation in Israel based 
experiential programs for Year 10 students. 

Through a successful and strategic 
campaign, there has been a 75% increase in 
penetration rates between 2014 and 2016.” 

Jeremy Dunkel, Board Chair, Youth 2 Israel



Beginnings
The ‘Touch Points’ communal review, completed 
under the auspices of the JCA in 2013, was the 
springboard from which Y2i was launched. These 
insights, combined with other international research, 
make it clear that Israel-based educational programs 
of five weeks or more play a significant role in 
determining Jewish continuity. In earlier years, 
financial constraints kept participation in these 
programs to less than 17% of eligible students.

Y2i began with the support of the three major NSW 
Jewish fundraising organisations, and the two Federal 
and State communal roof bodies. The Y2i Board 
has representatives from these organisations, and 
each member has an extensive array of communal 
involvement and expertise. 

The support of the Board has been critical in laying 
the foundation for our success. I want to take this 
opportunity to thank all those who have served 
on the Board, and for the role they have played in 
helping steer the organisation toward achieving  
its objectives.

Success to Date
The measure of Jewish continuity is something which 
will take some time to quantify. Our immediate focus 
is on boosting the numbers of participants in the 
programs. The year on year growth is a reflection 
on the hard work put in by our dedicated staff and 
consultants. From the 2014 pilot to the 2015 programs, 
participation increased by 45%. As we go to print, we 
are confirming the 2016 numbers, with the number of 
participants increasing by another 21%. 

The feedback has been clear and unequivocal. The 
$5,000 vouchers have alleviated the financial barriers 
preventing the majority of families from sending their 
children. Outside of the Jewish Day Schools, 16% have 
applied for extra Y2i means-tested funding over the 
universal $5,000 voucher. 

We are about to embark on sending our second 
year of Y2i supported students on Israel programs. 
The Jewish Day Schools are already reaching our 
projected maximums, with 88% of the current Year 
10 registered to participate. In the non-Jewish Day 
Schools, the number of participants has increased: 
23% from 2016–2015; 34% from 2015–16 and 65%  
for 2014–2016. 

Strategies Moving Forward
While there is now momentum in the Jewish Day 
Schools, our challenge in the other schools is locating 
and engaging students. In the past year, we have 
implemented various strategies to grow our database 
and connections. 

Through various marketing campaigns, we have 
asked the community to register current and future 
Year 10 students. Moving forward, we will continue 
to engage all communal organisations in our efforts, 
utilise social media, promotional opportunities, our 
website and marketing to our database. 

Parents are the key decision makers, particularly 
outside the Jewish Day Schools where there is not 
enough critical mass for students to lead the charge. 
Grandparents also play a pivotal role in many families, 
where their link to Jewish heritage can sometimes  
be stronger. 

We are making efforts in all of our marketing to reach 
both of these groups. While we can approach families 
who have in some way been in contact with a Jewish 
organisation, our biggest challenge lies in reaching 
those who are remote. We recognise the need to 
reach out to the families of children from Year 6 
onwards, and our strategies in the coming year will 
focus on this group.

Having nurtured the concept of Youth 2 Israel (Y2i) for two years, we began 
the hard work of building participation in 2015/16. Based on research and pilot 
programs, we launched this new organisation with broad communal support. While 
the success of our long-term objectives is yet to be quantified, we have already 
achieved our short term goals. Y2i is now responsible for sending more than half  
of all Year 10 students to Israel.

Board Chair Report
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Fundraising
Through the generosity of all our donors, Y2i will 
build on its successes. For a new organisation to 
raise over $10.8M in an inaugural endowment appeal 
is an outstanding effort. We set ourselves ambitious 
targets, not just financially, but in educating the 
community; about what we had planned and why, 
as well as the difference in giving to an endowment 
appeal. We are truly grateful that the community has 
embraced all of our efforts. 

We held a series of home dinners in 2015, to raise 
awareness among donors about Y2i and asking them 
to join us. The response was overwhelmingly positive. 
We raised funds for the $5,000 vouchers, which go 
to all students with a Jewish parent in NSW / ACT / 
QLD, and for the Assistance Fund – which provides 
additional means-tested support to families outside 
of the Jewish Day Schools. 

Thank you
I would like to take this opportunity to thank each 
of the families who hosted dinners and to the staff 
of the JCA and UIA who gave up their time to assist. 
The support of Peter Philippsohn has been a critical 
part of the success we have had in the past year; 
I thank him for his continued efforts and counsel. 
The Y2i team of Jodi Weinberger and Rachel Swartz 
have worked tirelessly to build the foundations of 
the organisation and, on behalf of the Y2i Board,  
I want to thank them for embracing our cause with 
such passion.

Y2i has established a significant presence, 
enabling our youth to understand through first-
hand experiences in Israel, the importance of our 
heritage. You can play a role in supporting Y2i and 
strengthening Jewish continuity. Whether it is a 
donation, sending your child or grandchild on a 
program or encouraging others to register, you can 
help today, towards building a stronger tomorrow  
for our community.

Jeremy Dunkel
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Y2i has established a significant presence, 
enabling our youth to understand through 

first-hand experiences in Israel, the 
importance of our heritage.

Jeremy Dunkel
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It opened my 
eyes to what 

being Jewish is 
really about. 

 Nahar, Moriah College
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Operations Report 
Our People
Jodi Weinberger and Rachel Swartz are employed 
by Y2i to ensure the smooth running and day to day 
operations of Y2i. Rachel and Jodi are each employed 
three days per week and operate from the JCA offices. 
Their roles include communal engagement and raising 
awareness, including working collaboratively with 
other key organisations, schools and partners. 

Program Report
Y2i currently provides funding for the following Year 
10 Israel programs, ranging from between five and six 
weeks in length:

• IST (Moriah College)
• IST (Masada College)
• Chavayah (Emanuel School)
•  EMET Israel programme  

(The NSW Board of Jewish Education)

In 2013, before Y2i, 91 Moriah and Masada Year 10 
students went on IST. In addition, 26 students from 
outside the Jewish day schools, participated in 
the NSW Board of Jewish Education’s Emet Israel 
program. Total 118.

In 2014, to test the assumption that cost is a 
significant barrier to greater adoption, a donor 
family committed $500,000 – available through 
Y2i – providing 100 non-means tested vouchers of 
$5,000 for any prospective applicant. It resulted 
in a 50% participation increase from the preceding 
year, including the creation of Emanuel’s Chavayah 
program, which sent 26 students in its first year.  
Total 157.

In 2015, with the formal establishment of Y2i, the 
$5,000 voucher was made available to every Year 10 
student in NSW/ACT/QLD with at least one Jewish 
parent. Total 226. 

 2016 Estimates

 Participants Eligible Estimate Penetration rates

BJE 245 43 65% increase from 2014–2016

Emanuel 80 75 94% Penetration rate

Masada 50 41 81% Penetration rate

Moriah 132 115 87% Penetration rate

Total 507 274 54% Penetration rate

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

NSW 481 505 530 463 514

QLD 45 45 45 45 45

Total Cohort 526 550 575 508 559

Projected Participants 226 267 274 299 324

 2013 2014 2015

Participants Eligible Actual Penetration Eligible Actual Penetration Eligible Actual Penetration

BJE 242 27 11% 290 26 9% 246 32 17%

Emanuel 65 – – 69 26 38% 66 56 85%

Masada 51 7 14% 22 15 68% 37 36 97%

Moriah 158 85 54% 129 90 70% 129 102 79%

Total 516 118 23% 510 157 31% 481 226 47%

Based on current estimates, 2016 will see approximately 274 students travelling to Israel on one of our approved 
programs. There has been a significant increase in the penetration rates of students participating from Jewish 
Day Schools, which now range from 82-94%. More importantly, there has been an 34% increase in the number of 
participants from non-Jewish Day Schools.
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Y2i Projected Participants:  
2015 – 2019
While participation numbers in the Jewish Day 
Schools at high school level continue to increase, this 
is most likely to plateau in the coming years. There 
are also variations in births which will impact on the 
size of the total cohort.

Y2i Current and Future Priorities
Increasing non-Jewish Day School  
Student Participation

To facilitate an increase in the overall participation of 
non-Jewish Day School students, Y2i implemented 
an extensive marketing campaign, including 
advertising, electronic direct mail, and information 
nights. The focus of this campaign was to direct 
students (and their parents) towards BJE and a new 
service provider, IBC (Israel By Choice), who offered 
an alternative program. 

As the level of interest did not reach viability, the 
IBC program did not proceed. Nonetheless, through 
strong collaborative marketing, engagement and 
awareness campaigns, the 2016 BJE Emet Israel 
Programme participants reached a record high. Over 
5,000 emails were sent to families with students 
in Years 9 and 10 through the databases of JCA, 
Maccabi, BJE, ten Synagogues, six non-Jewish private 
schools, JEMS, and the Zionist Youth Movements.

Furthermore, 171 families with children in Year 10 were 
contacted by phone over four days, to complement 
the email distribution. These conversations yielded 
strong results, bringing more families to the 
information nights, and adding names for future  
use to the Y2i Registration Database.

As a result, 35 families attended the initial BJE 
information evening, including at least seven who 
were not previously on the BJE database. The IBC 
information evening also saw a high turnout of 18 
Year 10 families, and 8 Year 9 families attending as  
a result of Y2i marketing. 

Y2i continues to develop strong collaborative 
relationships with all of the Synagogues, communal 
organisations, private and public schools as the key 
to locating, engaging and encouraging non-Jewish 
Day School student participation. 

Y2i recognises the need to engage students from 
outside the Jewish Day Schools before Year 10,  
with marketing efforts now focusing on  
encouraging families to register their children  
from Year 6 onwards. 

Y2i will continue to use a broad range of collateral 
and mediums to engage and inform the larger 
community, including social media, digital  
marketing, print media and advertising.
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Y2i Registration Database

Y2i’s website has a registration system to sign-up 
future participants, making it easier to track and 
maintain contact with them. Links to the registration 
system have been advertised through various online 
and printed materials, resulting in the database 
growing from 42 names in January 2016, to 780 in 
June 2016. The registration database is one of the 
keys to building the database of Jewish students in  
the future. 

Given that there is a significant number of Jewish 
students in public primary schools, Y2i is continuing 
to invest time engaging primary school students 
and encouraging their registration with Y2i. Finding 
students at the primary school level through our 
partnerships with BJE, JEMS, Maccabi and PJ Library 
remains essential in creating awareness of Y2i and 
encouraging registration. Connecting with students 
before high school is important as identification and, 
subsequently, interaction with Jewish High School 
students, can be limited.

Longitudinal Data

Y2i has developed a comprehensive database of 
current and past participants. This information 
allows for continued and longitudinal follow-up with 
participants and is a key to measuring the impact 
Israel programs have on our community. 

Working with communal demographer, Dr David 
Graham, Y2i is developing a set of survey questions 
which will follow the short and long term trajectory 
of participants, and their ongoing participation and 
commitment to their Jewish identity, community  
and Israel. Elements of the Y2i survey will interrelate 
with the Gen16 communal survey which distributes  
in late 2016. 

Current and past participants will be the first to 
receive the survey in December 2016.

Bar and Bat Mitzvah Initiative

The establishment of the Y2i Bar/Bat Mitzvah 
Initiative aims to grow the registration database 
and create further awareness of Y2i across the 
community. All synagogues throughout NSW, the 
ACT and Queensland have agreed to present a 
Y2i certificate at each Bar/Bat Mitzvah ceremony 
held under their auspices. The initiative will create 
communal awareness of Youth 2 Israel, and 
encourage students to register for the  
$5,000 voucher.

In addition to synagogues, Y2i has also made contact 
with known Bar/Bat Mitzvah teachers for their 
cooperation in reaching those not being prepared  
by synagogues.

Queensland and Canberra

As Y2i funding is available to families in both 
Queensland and the ACT, penetration and awareness 
into these communities is paramount. While both 
communities are small with approximately 3,000 
Jews throughout Queensland, and a further 1,000 in 
Canberra, there are opportunities for Y2i engagement.

The ACT, through the community centre and 
synagogue, are working closely with Y2i in identifying 
and communicating with eligible families . They are 
also participating in the Bar/Bat Mitzvah Initiative. 

Y2i has made contact with over 25 Synagogues, 
communal bodies, Chabad, schools and Jewish 
lifestyle groups, across Queensland and Northern 
NSW. All have expressed strong support of Y2i and 
the opportunities it will provide to their communities. 
Y2i will continue to create awareness of Y2i, 
encourage participation in an Israel program, and 
invest time in engagement and promotion.
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Fundraising 

2015 Endowment Appeal
Y2i’s Endowment Appeal, sanctioned by the JCA, was 
held from 27th October – 15th November 2015.

Over 10 million dollars was pledged to Y2i in this 
period mainly through personal approaches to the 
community’s top 200 donors.

Marketing initiatives were developed to support 
the appeal and were successful in creating brand 
awareness for the newly established Youth 2 Israel. 
As well as traditional marketing and advertising 
components, such as Australian Jewish News 
wraparound, pieces in the Sydney Jewish Report, and 
ads in the Jewish press and on J-Wire, an innovative 
video mailer was produced and hand delivered to the 
homes of the top 200 donors.

In addition to the Education Heritage Foundation 
pledge of $5m, there were two pledges of $1m 
or more. One was for $100,000 per year for ten 
years, the other was an “endowment” where the 
donor family has committed to giving the income 
from $1 million annually during their lifetimes, and 
subsequently gifting $1 million to the Y2i endowment 
on their passing.

Pledges consisted of a combination of one-off 
payments and yearly instalments over three and five 
years. The average is 2.7 years.

Y2i has committed to providing $5,000 vouchers  
per eligible student at least until 2020.
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Community Day

On 7 December 2015, Y2i in conjunction with UIA/Keren Hayesod, ran a communal day in Israel which brought 
together the 224 participants on Y2i funded programs. Students participated in a range of activities throughout 
the day, which culminated in a communal Chanukah lighting ceremony. A similar event is to take place on  
22 December 2016.

Mervyn & Lorraine Basserabie

Bernard & Lynne Berson

Boyarsky Family

Stephen & Lucy Chipkin

Coppel Family

Education Heritage Foundation

Simon & Rebecca Ehrlich

Bruce & Lauren Fink

Eva Fischl

David & Ariane Fuchs

Brian Gold

Newton and Jan Goldman

Nancye Goldstein

Daniel Goulburn

Graf Family

Phillip & Vivien Green

Stephen & Sharon Green

Gary & Sharon Hendler

IJJAV Endowment

Peter & Sharon Ivany

Lance & Loren Kalish

Howard & Hayley Kantor

Dan & Nicole Katz

Aron Kleinlehrer

Aubrey & Dorit Krawitz

Ian & Josie Lacey

Gus & Nanna Lehrer

Gary & Roz Levin

Alex & Rosemary Linden

Alan & Susan Lipman

Robert & Ruth Magid

Colin & Robyn Manoy

Gary & Daniela Munitz

Naumburger & Midalia Families

Pelerman Holdings

Peter & Sheila Philippsohn

Justin Phillips & Louise  
Thurgood-Phillips

Robert & Judy Phillips

Millie Phillips

Jonny & Jacki Pillemer

Russel & Carole Pillemer

Jonathan & Renee Pinshaw

Lance & Julie Rosenberg

Stanley & Charmaine Roth

Brian and Arlene Schwartz  
and family 

Ilan & Shira Sebban

Diane Shteinman and Family

Barry & Sandra Smorgon

Ezekiel Solomon

Bruce & Barbara Solomon

Danny & Dannielle Taibel

Ervin Vidor

Peter Wohl 

Thank you to Our Donors
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Financial Report
Consolidated Financials Y2i Endowment Fund and Y2i Operations 1 June 2015 to 30 June 2016.

These financials cover the period from the establishment of Y2i in June 2015 being an Endowment fund under the 
JCA and a separate Y2i Operations entity up to 30 June 2016.

In this structure, the five communally appointed donor representatives to the JCA Endowment fund oversee and 
authorise expenditure by Y2i.

In this 13 month period, Y2i conducted its successful appeal with pledges in excess of $10.5m most of which will 
be paid prior to 30 June 2019.

As at 30 June, $2,335, 626 of pledges had been paid.

The costs of the appeal were $249,553. The balance of the expenditure was primarily for staffing and marketing to 
build participation in Israel programs being $153,528.

Y2i Operations 1 May 2015-30 June 2016

Endowment 
Appeal

Operations Total

Employment (incl Salaries)  $37,817  $59,903  $97,721 

Financial (incl Establishment, Legals) –  $26,085  $26,085 

Marketing (incl Media, Advertising, Consultancy)  $99,590  $46,980  $146,570 

Events (incl Venue, Catering, Materials)  $112,146  $20,560  $132,706 

 $249,553  $153,528  $403,081 

Donor Representatives Report
The establishment of an Endowment Fund is new territory for the Sydney Jewish community, and pleasingly it is 
being warmly embraced by many donors. An endowment ensures that there is no need for annual appeals and 
funding is accessible for the long term, to offer support to the Year 10 Israel programs.

In a sign of the importance, the entire community has placed on the role of Youth 2 Israel in supporting Israel 
based programs, the three major Jewish fundraising organisations, and the two Federal and State communal roof 
bodies are actively involved as partners. 

A Donor Representatives body has been created to oversee the management of the funds in the endowment. 
This body is made up of representatives from each of the five communal organisations. It is a privilege to have 
been asked to Chair this important group. Our role is independent of the Board of Y2i Operations and requires us 
to follow strict governance. We aim to oversee consistent returns on any investments. (Investment policy is set and 
managed by the JCA Investment Committee. Donor representatives do not set policy).

The endowment plays a critical role because it creates an atmosphere for the building of momentum around the 
expectation that an Israel program is affordable. 

The success over the past 12 months of the voucher program, in dramatically increasing the participation of Year 
10 students in Israel programs, is a testament to the value of Y2i. I am delighted to see the growing numbers of 
students from all schools experiencing Israel and exploring more of the role Judaism can play in their lives. I look 
forward to seeing Y2i participants become the pillars of our community in the years to come. 

Robert Goot AM



Y2i Assistance Fund
In response to requests from donors, Y2i has established the Y2i Assistance Fund specifically for participants at 
non-Jewish Day Schools. The fund provides additional support in cases of financial hardship. Donors may choose to 
direct their gift to the Assistance Fund, which in the 2015 Campaign resulted in $575,000 in pledges. The anticipated 
annual allocation from this fund is between $50-75,000. Y2i has established an Assistance Fund Review Committee 
to evaluate means-tested subsidy applications and recommend additional funding accordingly. Y2i would like to 
thank its members, Lily Maltz, Alex Di Veroli and Michael Moses for the their time and consideration.

If you would like to support Y2i, please call our office to discuss your donation – 02 8353 1612.

Y2i Voucher ‘Give Backs’.
Y2i is working closely with Jewish day schools to encourage the ‘give-back’ of vouchers by families who do not 
require the subsidy provided. Proceeds from returned vouchers remain with the school and provide means-tested 
assistance to families who need extra funding. Each Jewish day school assesses this individually. 

2015 Voucher ‘give backs’

Organisation Number of 
Participants

Vouchers  
Given Back

Vouchers  
Accepted

Vouchers 
Returned for Means 
Tested Assistance

Total Amount  
Payable by Y2i 

Endowment Fund

BJE 32 –  $150,000  – $150,000 

Emanuel 56 1.5  $272,500  $7,500 $280,000 

Masada College 36 –  $180,000  – $180,000 

Moriah College 102 18.5  $417,500  $92,500 $510,000 

Total 226 20.0  $1,020,000  $100,000 $1,120,000 

2016 Estimated Voucher ‘give backs’

Organisation Number of 
Participants

Number of 
partial & total 
‘Give Backs’

Additional Funds
Available for Means-tested 

Assistance

BJE 43 7 $600

Emanuel 75 5 $11,000

Masada College 41 3 $15,000

Moriah College 115 17 $85,000

Total 274 32 $111,600
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Current donor 
representatives
• Robert Goot AM (President, Executive Council  
 of Australian Jewry) – Chair
• Alex Abulafia (Immediate Past President,  
 JNF NSW) 
• Stephen Chipkin (President, JCA)
• Stanley Roth AM (Life President, UIA Australia)
• Jeremy Spinak (President, NSW Jewish Board  
 of Deputies)

Board
Y2i is structured to reflect the interests of the Jewish 
community, and highlight the broad communal 
support for Y2i across local, and Israel-focused 
organisations.

A board of directors manages Y2i, each of them with 
extensive communal backgrounds. Their role is to 
oversee Y2i operations. The current board is made  
up of:

• Jeremy Dunkel (Chair)
• Peter Philippsohn OAM

• Darren Chait
• Ariane Fuchs
• Yair Miller
• Dr Ron Weiser AM

• Les Szekely
• Nina Kaszina (Observer)

Youth Board
In mid-2016, Y2i established a Youth Board to 
involve young students in the development of the 
organisation, and the engagement of Year 10 students 
in Israel Programs. The Board is made up of Year 11 
students who participated in a Y2i Israel program at 
the end of 2015 and is a mix of both Jewish and  
non-Jewish Day School Students. 

Emanuel School:
Pnina Hagege
Ethan Cohen
Asha Lancaster

Masada College:
Tamira Cohn-Hedges
Ariella Glasser
Gabriel Fittinghoff

Moriah College:
Nahar Pleshet
Becky Dunkel
Saul Oberstein

Rose Bay Secondary:
Charlotte Scharrmacher

Wollongong High School of the Performing Arts:
Polina Pais 

THANK YOU
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PARTNERS

participants in  
2016 up from 226

raised in the 2015 
Capital Appeal274 $10.5

MILLION

overall increase  
in participation  
from 2014

Ongoing  
cross-communal 
support

75%

increase in non-
Jewish Day School 
participants from  
2014–2016

‘Give Backs’  
in 201665% $111,600

Highlights



Help Y2i secure the continuity 
of our Jewish community. 

Register your children as future participants  

so they can receive a Y2i $5,000 voucher  

towards the journey of a lifetime. 

P: (02) 8353 1612 • Level 2, 140 Darlinghurst Road, Darlinghurst NSW 2010

Y2i Operations Limited ABN 44 607 093 354

www.youth2israel.org.au

We are building 

participation in  

Year 10 Israel  

programs  

today, towards 

strengthening  

Jewish continuity  

for the generations  

of tomorrow.

Marketing by Anthony Perl from CommTogether


